
WRITE AN EQUATION FOR THE DECAY OF POTASSIUM 40 TO ARGON 40

DECAY

Potassium- 40 is an interesting isotope of potassium, that can undergo beta- plus decay, which turns it into argon- 40,
and that equation is.

Each series is characterized by a parent first member that has a long half-life and a series of daughter nuclides
that ultimately lead to a stable end-productâ€”that is, a nuclide on the band of stability Figure 5. The two
decay channels of potassium 40 The decay scheme of potassium is unusual. First, I'll do this part. And what
we can do is we can multiply the negative times the top. Since the rate at which this conversion occurs is
known, it is possible to determine the elapsed time since the mineral formed by measuring the ratio of 40K
and 40Ar atoms contained in it. The n:p ratio increases, and the daughter nuclide lies closer to the band of
stability than did the parent nuclide. The decay of potassium into argon produces a gaseous atom which is
trapped at the time of the crystallization of lava. Solution To determine the number of half-lives n , both time
units must be the same. It's essentially the natural log of 2 over the half-life of the substance. So the natural log
of this-- the power they'd have to raise e to to get to e to the negative k times 1. And now, we can get our
calculator out and just solve for what this time is. And we're going to divide that. We have this amount of
argon 0. And so this is the same thing. You want to take the natural log of both sides. Present day estimates for
the age of the Earth's crust from this method is at 4 billion years. Without this characteristic gamma ray, it
would be impossible to detect and identify the decay of potassium  So let's write it that way. The rest of it
turned into calcium And then to solve for k, we can take the natural log of both sides. How FDG is used by the
body provides critical diagnostic information; for example, since cancers use glucose differently than normal
tissues, FDG can reveal cancers. The atom can escape when the lava is still liquid, but not after solidification.
These nuclides lie below the band of stability. So maybe I could say k initial-- the potassium initial-- is going
to be equal to the amount of potassium 40 we have today-- 1 milligram-- plus the amount of potassium we
needed to get this amount of argon We have our negative sign, and we have our k. The answer reveals one of
the peculiarities of the nuclear forces. As of , the oldest known rocks on earth are the Jack Hills zircons from
Australia, found by uranium-lead dating to be almost 4.


